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Abstract A 5-point breast imaging classification modi-

fied from the seven-category Breast Imaging-Reporting and

Data System has been applied for mammographic and

ultrasonographic examinations in patients with palpable

breast masses. The aim of this study was to confirm the

value of combined imaging assessment. We included 5,296

cases (3,002 benign and 2,294 cancer) from January 2004

to December 2011. Ultrasonography showed a significantly

(P \ 0.01) higher sensitivity and specificity and lower

false-negative rate and false-negative predictive value

(false-NPV) than mammography. The sensitivity of com-

bined imaging was significantly (P \ 0.01) increased and

the false-negative rate and false-NPV were significantly

(P \ 0.01) reduced compared to mammography or ultra-

sonography alone. However, the specificity was signifi-

cantly (P \ 0.01) declined for combined imaging versus

mammography or ultrasonography alone. Compared with

combined imaging assessment, a significant (P \ 0.01)

improvement was noted with substratified scoring, with

increased specificity and false-negative rate and decreased

sensitivity. In conclusion, the substratified combined

imaging score has the potential to provide additional value

in the workup of palpable breast lesions.
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Abbreviations

MG Mammography

US Ultrasonography

False-NPV False-negative predictive value (1 - NPV)

BI-RADS Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System

Introduction

Mammography is currently the principal imaging modality

for detection and evaluation of breast diseases. Ultraso-

nography is used as an adjunct or supplement to mam-

mography for clinically symptomatic patients or for

screening populations with dense breast tissue [1, 2]. The

Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS)

was originally developed for mammographic interpretation

and later adapted for ultrasonography and other imaging

techniques. The first edition of BI-RADS, which was

published in 1993, solely addressed the standardization

of mammography reporting. The BI-RADS–Ultrasound

lexicon was added to the fourth edition of BI-RADS in

2003 [3].

Before 2003, the physicians in our hospital usually

conducted a stratified assessment of ultrasonographic fea-

tures to predict the likelihood of cancer for the patients

with palpable breast mass. The assessment system con-

sisted of five categories and may be considered to be a

modification of BI-RADS. The first mammography

machine was installed in 2003. BI-RADS was used for

mammography assessment. In our hospital, different phy-

sicians interpreted mammography and ultrasonography

examinations. Then, the surgeons would receive two

imaging reports (the two scores may be same or different).

Most of our symptomatic clinic patients refuse to undergo

repeated fine needle aspirations, usually requesting whether
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open biopsy or surgical removal of mass is necessary or

not. The surgeons give management suggestions to the

patients according to the combined assessment score of

mammography and ultrasonography and the substratified

combined score. We usually called this clinical approach as

pre-biopsy/pre-operative combined imaging assessment or

dual imaging assessment. To confirm the value of com-

bined imaging assessment, in this study we analyzed the

data of our patients with palpable breast masses and

undergoing biopsy or surgery.

Patients and methods

Patient data were retrieved from the database of the Breast

Division of The First Hospital of China Medical University

and China Medical University Cancer Institute. From

January 2004 to December 2011, a total of 9,515 female

patients underwent breast biopsy or surgical treatment in

our hospital. Of these, 5,296 patients with palpable breast

masses underwent both mammography and ultrasonogra-

phy before treatment. This subset of patients, comprising

3,002 benign cases and 2,294 cancer cases, was included

for analysis. Patients with nipple discharge without pal-

pable mass, Paget’s disease confined to the nipple, breast

lymphoma, or sarcoma were excluded. If the patients

received neoadjuvant chemotherapy, pre-chemotherapy

images were chosen for analysis. If the patients underwent

more than one imaging examinations before biopsy or

surgical treatment, the latest was analyzed. In cases with

multiple lesions in one breast, images of the largest lesion

were analyzed. Bilateral breast lesions were recorded as

two independent cases.

In our hospital, the first mammography machine, GE

Senography 2000D with Full-field digital mammography

(Horten, Norway), was installed in 2003. A second mam-

mography machine, Siemens Mammomat inspiration with

Full-field digital mammography (Erlangen, Germany), was

installed in 2010. Standard craniocaudal and mediolateral

oblique images were obtained with further magnification or

additional views taken as required. In the early period of

this study, the five categories of BI-RADS were used, and

the seven categories (including 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 4c, and 5)

were used after their introduction. Category 0 was not

reported, which was usually assessed as Category 1 or 3.

All ultrasonography examinations included real-time

bilateral whole-breast and power Doppler blood flow scans,

using Toshiba Xario (Tochigi, Japan), Aplio XV (Tokyo,

Japan), Aplio80 (Tokyo, Japan), Aloka 10 (Tokyo, Japan),

or Hitachi Preirus (Tokyo, Japan) with 7–14 mHz probes.

Sonoelastography was not conducted in routine examina-

tions. Each ultrasonography examination was assigned a

score from 1 to 5.

Our 5-point scoring classification followed similar def-

initions to the BI-RADS, the European Society of Mas-

tology Breast Radiology Diagnostic classification

(EUSOMA) [4], and the Australian National Breast Cancer

Center (NBCC) classification [5]. The major difference

was in the definition of Category 3, changing from

‘‘probably benign’’ in BI-RADS, ‘‘indeterminate’’ in EU-

SOMA, ‘‘indeterminate/equivocal’’ in NBCC to ‘‘indeter-

minate or uncertain’’ in our classification system. Another

5-point scoring classification for mammography and

ultrasonography has been suggested by the Royal College

of Radiologists (RCR) Breast Group of UK [5, 6]. Com-

parisons of our and RCR 5-point scoring classifications to

the BI-RADS 7-point system are shown in Table 1.

In practice, mammographic Categories 3 and 4a were

considered as Category 3 and mammographic Categories

4b and 4c as Category 4. Therefore, both mammography

and ultrasonography assessments had the same five cate-

gories. The higher of the two category numbers for mam-

mography and ultrasonography was assigned as the

combined imaging score. For instance, in the case of a

breast lesion with Category 3 by ultrasonography but

Category 4b or 4c by mammography, the combined

imaging assessment would be Category 4. Category 3, 4,

and 5 for combined imaging assessments may be further

substratified according to different mammography and

ultrasonography scores. But usually substratified combined

Category 3 was applied: Category 3a (mammography

Category 3 and ultrasonography Category 1 or 2), Category

3b (ultrasonography Category 3 and mammography Cate-

gory 1 or 2), and Category 3c (mammography Category 3

and ultrasonography Category 3).

Table 1 Comparison of our institute’s 5-point breast imaging clas-

sification with UK (RCR) 5-point category and BI-RADS

Our institute’s 5-point category UK (RCR) 5-point category [5, 6]

Score and

definition

Equivalent

to BI-

RADS

Score and definition Equivalent

to BI-

RADS

1. Normal without

abnormal

findings

1 Normal 1, 2

2. Benign

abnormal

findings

2 Benign 3

3. Indeterminate

or uncertain

3, 4a Indeterminate/

probably Benign

findings

4a, 4b

4. Suspicious of

malignancy

4b, 4c Finding suspicious

of malignancy

4c

5. Highly

suspicious of

malignancy

5 Finding highly

suspicious of

malignancy

5
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Overall, we evaluated four types of imaging classifica-

tion: (1) mammography alone, (2) ultrasonography alone,

(3) combined imaging with mammography and ultraso-

nography, and (4) substratified combined imaging. The

sensitivity and specificity for each type were calculated.

False-negative rate (cancer cases with negative imaging

assessment/total cancer cases) and false-negative

predictive value (false-NPV; cancer cases/all cases with

negative imaging assessment) were also estimated. For

mammography alone, ultrasonography alone, and com-

bined imaging assessment, Categories 1 and 2 were

regarded as negative for cancer, and 3, 4, and 5 as positive

for cancer. For substratified combined imaging, Categories

1, 2, 3a, and 3b were regarded as negative for cancer, and

Table 2 The cancer incidence for each group of categories by modalities in patients with palpable masses (2,294/5,296 = 43.3 % with

malignancy)

Assessment categories No. of malignant No. of benign Total patients Malignancy (%)

Mammography alonea

1. Normal without abnormal findings 53 699 752 7.0

2. Benign abnormal findings 35 479 514 6.8

3. Indeterminate or uncertain 400 1,427 1,827 21.9

4. Suspicious of malignancy 793 375 1,168 67.9

5. Highly suspicious of malignancy 1,013 22 1,035 97.9

Total 2,294 3,002 5,296

US alone

1. Normal without abnormal findings 5 45 50 10.0

2. Benign abnormal findings 43 1,446 1,489 2.9

3. Indeterminate or uncertain 158 1,092 1,250 12.6

4. Suspicious of malignancy 887 393 1,280 69.3

5. Highly suspicious of malignancy 1,201 26 1,227 97.9

Total 2,294 3,002 5,296

Combined assessment with MG and USb

1. Normal without abnormal findings 0 13 13 0

2. Benign abnormal findings 13 732 745 1.7

3. Indeterminate or uncertain 95 1,547 1,642 5.8

4. Suspicious of malignancy 681 665 1,346 50.6

5. Highly suspicious of malignancy 1,505 45 1,550 97.1

Total 2,294 3,002 5,296

Substratified combined assessment

Category 1 0 13 13 0

Category 2 13 732 745 1.7

Category 3

3a. MG 3 ? US 1 or 2 19 633 652 2.9

3b. US 3 ? MG 1 or 2 12 311 323 3.7

3c. MG 3 ? US 3 64 603 667 9.6

Category 4

4a. MG 4 ? US 1, 2, or 3 65 281 346 18.8

4b. US 4 ? MG 1, 2, or 3 250 299 549 45.5

4c. MG 4 ? US 4 366 85 451 81.2

Category 5

5a. MG 5 ? US 1 to 4 304 19 323 94.1

5b. US 5 ? MG 1 to 4 492 23 515 95.5

5c. MG 5 ? US 5 709 3 712 99.6

Total 2,294 3,002 5,296

a Original BI-RADS categories have been modified to our 5-point breast imaging assessment classification
b All assessments were made with a combination of mammography (MG) and ultrasonography (US). The category was determined by the higher

score from MG or US
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3c, 4, and 5 as positive for cancer. Differences in the

sensitivity, specificity, false-negative rate, and false-NPV

were measured using Chi square test. A P value less than

0.05 was considered significant.

Results

The incidences of cancer detection using different types of

imaging classification are shown in Table 2. Of the 5,296

patients, 13 with combined Category 1 underwent biopsy or

surgery. Indications included mild nipple discharge, pro-

phylactic breast excision, and removal of palpated ‘‘mass’’

or glandular tissues according to the patient’s request. 745

patients with combined Category 2 underwent biopsy or

surgery, because of both patients and surgeons preferred to

remove a palpable breast mass if the patient’s age was over

35, or the mass was larger than 2 cm. Among them, 13 cases

(1.7 %) had a cancer diagnosis. For the patients with com-

bined Category 3a, 3b, and 3c, the incidence of cancer

detection was 2.9, 3.7, and 9.6 %, respectively.

Substratified combined categories 2, 3a, and 3b repre-

sented false-negative results in patients diagnosed with

cancer. These cases showed dense breasts, bilateral syn-

chronous breast cancer, papilloma with malignant change,

and intracystic cancer (Table 3).

The sensitivity (97.9 vs. 96.2 %, P \ 0.01) and speci-

ficity (49.7 vs. 39.2 %, P \ 0.01) of ultrasonography were

significantly higher than that of mammography, while the

false-negative rate (2.1 vs. 3.8 %, P \ 0.01) and the false-

NPV (3.1 vs. 7.0 %, P \ 0.01) were significantly reduced.

Moreover, the sensitivity of combined imaging was sig-

nificantly greater than that of mammography (99.4 vs.

96.2 %, P \ 0.01) or ultrasonography alone (99.4 vs.

97.9 %, P \ 0.01). The false-negative rate and the false-

NPV of combined imaging were significantly lower than

those of mammography (P \ 0.01) or ultrasonography

alone (P \ 0.01). In contrast, the specificity of the com-

bined imaging was significantly lowered compared with

mammography (24.8 vs. 39.2 %, P \ 0.01) or ultraso-

nography alone (24.8 vs. 49.7 %, P \ 0.01). Compared

with the combined imaging assessment, significant

improvement was noted with the substratified classifica-

tion, with a significant increase in the specificity (56.3 vs.

24.8 %, P \ 0.01) and decrease in the sensitivity (98.1 vs.

99.4 %, P \ 0.01). The false-negative rate of the substra-

tified classification was significantly increased from 0.6 to

1.9 % (P \ 0.01). The false-NPV was also increased, but

no statistical significance was observed (2.5 vs. 1.7 %,

P = 0.26) (Table 4).

Discussion

The BI-RADS initially consisted of categories 1–5. Since

patients with Category 4 lesions have a widely varying risk

of cancer, ranging from 2 to 95 %, Category 4 has been

subdivided into 4a, 4b, and 4c in the latest (fourth) edition

of BI-RADS [7]. It has been reported that the subcategories

4a, 4b, and 4c are beneficial in stratifying lesions by like-

lihood of malignancy [8]. In our hospital, the seven cate-

gories of BI-RADS were applied for mammography and

the five categories with a modification of BI-RADS for

ultrasonography. For the combined imaging modality, the

five categories with modified definitions were preferred.

Category 4a of mammography was considered as Category

3 in the five-category classification, thus narrowing the

range of cancer likelihood of Category 4 and the biopsy

suggestion would be more definite. Complicated manage-

ment would be focused in the subsets of Category 3.

To the best of our knowledge, the most published studies

of mammography and ultrasonography are not double-blind

examinations. As ultrasonography is usually performed as

an adjunct to mammography, ultrasonography assessment

Table 3 Cases with false-negative results

2 3a 3b Total

Bilateral breast cancer 1 1 3 5

Papilloma with malignant change 4 4

Intracystic tumor 3 3

Dense breasts 8 15 9 32

Total 13 19 12 44

Table 4 Comparison of results by different assessment methods

Assessment

method

Sensitivity

(%)

Specificity

(%)

False-

negative

rate (%)

False-

NPV

(%)

US alonea 97.9 49.7 2.1 3.1

Mammography

aloneb
96.2 39.2 3.8 7.0

Conventional

combined MG

and USc

99.4 24.8 0.6 1.7

Substratified

combined MG

and USd

98.1 56.3 1.9 2.5

a Comparison between ultrasonography (US) alone and mammogra-

phy (MG) alone, P \ 0.01 for all comparisons
b Comparison between MG alone and conventional combination of

MG and US, P \ 0.01 for all comparisons
c Comparison between US alone and conventional combination of

MG and US, P \ 0.01 for all comparisons
d Comparison between combination of MG and US and substratified

combined imaging assessment, P \ 0.01 for all comparisons
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may be affected by prior mammography reporting [2, 9].

Chan et al. [4] reported that the sensitivity of ultrasonogra-

phy was 91 %, which was higher than that of mammography

(78 %). Ultrasonography and mammography were per-

formed and evaluated independently in a large multicenter

trial comparing mammography and ultrasonography as

screening tools [10]. But this study involved a population at

a high risk for breast cancer. In our hospital, mammogra-

phers and sonographers give interpretations of imaging

findings independently, which allows double-blind com-

parisons of mammography, ultrasonography, and combined

modalities. The diagnostic accuracy of ultrasonography

seems to be higher than that of mammography. Such

improvement in diagnosis may be partially ascribed to the

introduction of Power Doppler blood flow examination in

our patients [11, 12].

Our data revealed that the cancer incidence for Cate-

gories 1–5 using mammography was 7.0, 6.8, 21.9, 67.9,

and 97.9 %, respectively, and using the ultrasonography,

the incidence was 10.0, 2.9, 12.6, 69.3, and 97.9 %,

respectively. It is quite difficult to give management sug-

gestions to patients with Category 1, 2, or 3 according to

either mammography or ultrasonography reporting.

Because of the false-negative results of mammography or

ultrasonography alone [4, 13], it could not exclude the

possibility of malignancy in patients with negative findings

on one imaging examination.

Although the seven-category BI-RADS is applied pri-

marily in mammography assessment and our five-category

classification in ultrasonography assessment, the correla-

tions between the two assessment scores have been well-

defined. It is ready to generate the combined imaging score

and the final substratified combined imaging score from the

two imaging reports. We found that combined imaging

assessment with mammography and ultrasonography

increased the sensitivity to 99.4 % and decreased the false-

negative rate to 0.6 % and the false-NPV to 1.7 %. But in

this protocol, all the patients with Category 3 lesions on the

combined imaging were suggested to biopsy, and the spec-

ificity was only 24.8 %. Therefore, it is necessary and

valuable to substratify combined Category 3 into 3a, 3b, and

3c. Patients with combined Categories 1 and 2 would have

no indication for biopsy, and patients with combined Cate-

gory 3a and 3b would be assigned to short-term follow-up.

When Categories 3c, 4, and 5 of the substratified combined

imaging assessment were considered as positive for cancer,

the specificity significantly increased from 24.8 to 56.3 %,

while the sensitivity altered from 99.4 to 98.1 %.

Although Categories 2, 3a, and 3b were regarded as

negative for cancer, we prefer to remove a palpable mass in

the selected patients with these negative imaging, and found

44 cases diagnosed as cancer. The false-negative rate was as

high as 1.9 % and the false-NPV was 2.5 %. These false-

negative results were related to mammographic dense

breasts, bilateral breast cancer, papilloma with malignant

change, and intracystic cancer. Besides imaging score,

imaging features and clinical assessment, including mam-

mographic dense breasts, imaging suspected as a papilloma

or intracystic tumor, age, mass size, physician’s palpation,

history of breast cancer, should be considered when physi-

cians give suggestions to the patients with negative imaging.

This management may avoid delayed breast cancer diag-

nosis in the patients with Categories 2, 3a, and 3b.

The main limitation of this study is patient selection bias.

As we selected the patients at a high risk of cancer for biopsy,

the percentage likelihood of cancer in the patients without

undergoing biopsy may be lower than that in the patients with

undergoing biopsy. In addition, there is lack of follow-up of

the patients who did not undergo biopsy, especially those

with combined Categories 1, 2, and 3a and 3b.

In summary, ultrasonography has a better diagnostic

value for cancer detection in patients with palpable breast

masses than mammography. However, neither mammog-

raphy nor ultrasonography alone would be satisfactory

because of the high false-negative results and the low

specificity. It is thus recommended that mammography and

ultrasonography should be used simultaneously for all

patients with palpable breast masses. Combined imaging

assessment increases the sensitivity but decreases the

specificity of cancer detection. The substratified combined

imaging score is valuable due to increased specificity and

avoiding unnecessary biopsies.
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